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Unexpected Connections

Benoit G. Bruneau, @benoitbruneau
Gladstone Institute of Cardiovascular Disease

One of the most important aspects of

science is sharing and discussing results

and experiences. Twitter allows instant

global communication, and this ability to

reach out to multiple people all at once

can be powerful. On a regular basis I

have enjoyed real-time, multiperson,

multidisciplinary, cross-continent discus-

sions about science and science policy.

Twitter has fostered communication and

discussion between diverse scientists

across many disciplines in ways that

only rarely existed before. In my case

this has exposed me to scientific commu-

nities that I would normally seldom

encounter, but now regularly interact

with, and it has also helped me converse

with science journalists, journal editors,

and patient advocates. These interactions

have been enriching personally (I’ve

interacted with fascinating people) and

professionally (I have learned a lot, which

has benefitted my research). The discus-

sions can be vigorous and sometimes

amusing, and the immediacy of the me-

dium leads to people being more open

and willing to express their opinion than

they would in most written media. A

particularly interesting aspect is that all,

from an undergraduate to a department

head, are on equal footing; hierarchies

don’t exist in any real way, and everyone

can participate openly. The breadth of

interactions also brings fresh and some-

times unexpected perspectives. Twitter

exchanges are perceived by some as a

poor use of one’s time, but when used

wisely they are a great instrument for

science communication.
Crowdsourcing Science

Paul Tesar, @TesarLabCWRU
Case Western Reserve University School of
Medicine

Even in today’s instant world, access to

scientific data is slow and filtered. Each

study involves years of research with

little public dissemination of data prior

to publication. The final paper is not

widely accessible—either physically or

conceptually—and the general public re-

lies upon news stories largely predicated

on the opinions of the study authors.

Reviews of the work follow months later

from key scientists, but a breadth of

accessible opinions is lacking. So how

does one connect to the real-time pulse

of science and enable unfettered access

to information? The answer is Twitter

and its 140-character tweets. Yes, Twitter

can be a good public relations tool and

a place for thoughts on a trendy new

restaurant, but the real power of Twitter

for science is in crowdsourcing a global

snapshot of diverse opinions on things

that matter to you. The connections

made by Twitter break through standard

silos and enable universal access to the

thoughts and opinions of students, post-

docs, faculty, science luminaries, journal-

ists, editors, investors, patients, and the

general public. Sure, many of the tweets

on a topic are biased, but Twitter em-

powers you to capture the signal from

the noise and formulate your own opinion.

Never before could one garner such a

panoply of opinions in real-time. Twitter

is not a historical record. Its power is in

capturing what’s happening right now.

So get yourself on Twitter, get in the

know, tweet your opinions, and help

advance scientific understanding.
Cell Stem Cell 13,
Stem Cells Decoded

Susan L. Solomon, @SusanNYSCF
Cofounder and CEO of The New York Stem Cell
Foundation, @NYSCF

One of the challenges of scientific advo-

cacy is to surmount the barrier between

scientific achievement and lay under-

standing. Without proper explanation,

the momentous achievements of scien-

tists can go unnoticed and unrecognized

by the public—and they certainly will not

be well understood. But social media

changes the entire sphere of scientific

communication. The difference between

reaching only an exclusive audience of

cloistered scientific elite and being able

to reach out daily to the public through

social media is vast. At The New York

Stem Cell Foundation, our ability to up-

date our followers with a quick sentence

and link on Twitter or with a longer pre-

view on our Facebook page keeps our

community up to date and involved with

the daily successes and areas of interest

in our laboratory. Cutting-edge research

such as the stem cell research we under-

take can be unfamiliar, even disquieting.

Because of this, it is vitally important

for us to be accessible, to provide daily

information bites not only on what we

are doing, but on interesting happenings

in the industry as a whole and in any of

our affiliated or peer organizations. Social

media is at the forefront of breaking

down the communication barrier that

exists in science—it is truly the best and

most successful way of reminding and

educating the public about the impor-

tance of scientific research and the

amazing discoveries that our researchers

are making every day.
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Paul S. Knoepfler, @pknoepfler
University of California, Davis School of Medicine

Stem cell social media has had two very

positive impacts on my professional life.

It has broadened my horizons as a stem

cell researcher and increased my ability

to impact the wider stem cell arena. It

can do the same for you and benefit

the stem cell field overall.

Through my own blogging and other

forms of social media, I have become

engaged with a far more diverse commu-

nity. This group includes not only new

research colleagues, but also other stem

cell stakeholders that are already deeply

enmeshed in the field: patients, physi-

cians, bioethicists, policy makers, and

regulatory officials. The communications

are not always entirely harmonious, but

they yield dividends such as a greater

understanding of the ‘‘big picture’’ of our

field.

At the same time, stem cell social media

has also been the foundation for my own

educational outreach efforts for the wider

community, which I find very rewarding.

These efforts have yielded concrete out-

comes including a stem cell white paper

that has been read by almost 100,000

nonnative English speakers who collec-

tively speak 27 other languages.

Even the most crotchety of stem cell

curmudgeons would do well to under-

stand that being a successful, impactful

stem cell scientist now includes a social

component that extends well beyond

academia. Social media is only going to

grow in influence in our field as part of a

new, evolving social contract. This is no

time to be a wallflower at this increasingly

exciting stem cell dance.
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Leveraging #SocialMedia

Erik Westin, @erikwestin
Tim Townes Lab, University of Alabama at
Birmingham

As a postdoc, I constantly look for new

papers related to my research and have

implemented a digital Rube Goldberg

device of sorts to send me push notifica-

tions when a paper or author of interest

hits PubMed. Finding the paper is half

the battle; the other half is identifying

others conversant on the paper. Outside

of the lab, a great place to find that

discussion is on Twitter. The succinct

nature of Twitter lends well to science

and I have found researchers like

Paul Knoepfler (@pknoepfler), Alexey

Bersenev (@cells_nnm), Benoit Bruneau

(@benoitbruneau), and others routinely

highlighting and discussing papers of

significance as well as minutiae related

to stem cell research.

An alternative, more targeted use of

social media has been implemented by

Feng Zhang’s lab. After publishing their

CRISPR papers, Zhang et al. tailored a

website for CRISPR usage incorporating

a user forum (Google Groups) for discus-

sing/using CRISPR in which they still

actively engage (http://crispr.genome-

engineering.org/). Commenting on pa-

pers at journal websites is a defunct and

superfluous feature. Journals should

take notice of the Zhang lab’s example,

as the problem is not a lack of reader in-

terest but rather a lack of author engage-

ment. The missing ingredient here is

incentivizing authors of future manu-

scripts to address questions and com-

ments posted by the readers. This

improvement would be a step forward

for science communication in the social

media realm... perhaps more advanta-

geous than Twitter.
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Stem Cell Messages Go Global

Brooke M. Ellison, @brookemellison
Stony Brook University Stem Cell Facility

How much stem cell science can fit into

140 characters? Enough to create a

movement.

In my work as a stem cell advocate and

educator, I use social media to bridge

science and society and to echo break-

throughs around the world. For stem cell

research to advance, the voices of

scientists need to reach the minds of the

public, and I view myself as a vehicle to

facilitate this connection. I have used

platforms like Twitter, Facebook, and

YouTube to make stem cell research

more real and human for those who might

otherwise never know it and to reclaim a

message that has been subverted by

those who oppose it. But it is not just

about education, it is about activism,

and social media is critical to how I see

stem cell research as a social movement.

With social media, ideas in one part of the

world initiate action in another, changing

policy and changing minds. The message

of stem cell research is stronger when we

seize every method to deliver it.

So what can you do? Share a photo of

your lab so people can visualize where

science happens. Tweet a scientific fact

to inspire a young person to pursue the

stem cell field. Upload a video of some-

one’s struggle with disease so people

understand what is at stake. Social

change is built on the connections we

make with one another. For advocates

and activists, scientists and scholars,

social media is an invaluable platform

where connections are made, uniting

people in configurations once unimagin-

able. This is the type of ‘‘informal educa-

tion’’ that generates formal progress.

http://crispr.genome-engineering.org/
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Timothy Caulfield, @CaulfieldTim
Health Law Institute, University of Alberta

Pop star Katy Perry recently tweeted a

picture of herself with three huge bags

of pills. The text read: ‘‘I’m all about that

supplement & vitamin LYFE!’’ While this

may seem like nothing more than silly

celebrity attention-grabbing noise, we

should not forget that Ms. Perry has over

44million followers. That is a big audience

for her pseudoscientific ‘‘health’’ advice.

Social media is here to stay and the

scientific community must strive to be

a part of its expansion. Platforms like

Twitter offer opportunities for the dissem-

ination of research to colleagues and the

general public, the building of scientific

communities, the collection of opinions

that help to refine ideas, and the fostering

of public debate and engagement

on controversial topics. These kinds of

activities seem particularly important to

an exciting and rapidly evolving field like

stem cells where hype and fear-monger-

ing can drown out more scientifically

informed perspectives.

And this is more than mere speculation.

Studies have shown that the use of Twitter

by scientists can have a tangible impact

on the distribution and reach of peer-

reviewed work. There are challenges, of

course, including the posting of distract-

ing and abusive critiques. But social

media is an inevitable evolution that

can’t be ignored. So, whilemost scientists

could never hope to have even a small

portion of Ms. Perry’s audience, it is

important that credible sources are, at

least, available. So please, tweet away.

Your voice is needed!
New Media for Stem Cells

Jordan Kho, @iPSCellNews
Baylor College of Medicine

The past decade has been a golden era

for stem cell research, with iPSC technol-

ogy in particular getting the spotlight.

Coincidentally, this explosion of interest

in stem cell research is concurrent with

the rise of the social media age. Whether

we realize it or not, social media has inte-

grated into many aspects of our lives,

including the science world. It offers

many benefits that I believe stem cell

scientists should take advantage of.

Social networking sites, for example,

have increasingly become valuable

scientific communication tools. As an

avid user of Facebook and Twitter, I’ve

realized that my Facebook newsfeed

and Twitter homepage have turned into

my main source of science news,

including the latest updates on stem cell

research. I found that this is also true for

many of my fellow graduate students.

Furthermore, scientists can also utilize

social media to promote and communi-

cate their own science to other scientists

and the general public. Indeed, a recent

study suggested that peer-reviewed

articles that received high social media

buzz, such as tweets, were more likely

to be highly cited. While this study did

not directly prove that social media

activity drives academic citations, it

shows that social media buzz could

potentially become a new measure of

impact factor. Thus, every scientific

journal might have to eventually engage

in social media platforms to gain impact.

I anticipate that social media will collec-

tively become an integral part of scientific

communication.
Cell Stem Cell 13,
Twitter Tactics for Outreach

Kate Doherty & EmmaKemp, @eurostemcell
EuroStemCell

EuroStemCell aims to help people make

sense of stem cells, and social media

brings the communities interested in

stem cell research closer together.

Patients, doctors, scientists, and educa-

tors gather around hashtags. Conversa-

tion happens, with room for serendipity

among Twitter’s 215 million active users.

But chance favors the prepared

tweeter! We look for hashtags and events

that create space for stem-cell-related

interactions. During #brainweek we

connected with artists, neuroscientists,

patients, and charities, while #ASEchat

lets us speak directly with teachers.

Twitter interactions generate real world

opportunities too, like a recent invitation

to run a teachers’ workshop. Completing

the circle, participants tweeted from

the workshop, and a teacher asked

about a resource pictured, resulting in a

stem cell conversation that extended all

the way from New Zealand to a UK

classroom.

Scientists need to be part of these

conversations, and we’re keen to help.

Guest blogs and a dedicated twitter

account let them give social media a go,

with support from us and no long-term

commitment—unless they want it. Just

one researcher’s involvement can spark

lab-wide conversations about public

engagement: ‘‘Colleagues were excited

too, offering ideas for tweets, movies,

pictures, and links and asking how my

tweeting day was going!’’

Social media helps us connect with all

kinds of communities and hear their

news and views. Our top tips? Experi-

ment, listen as well as talk, and have fun!
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